EDIX Billy treeless kids Western saddle
A fully treeless Western saddle especially designed for children and their ponies. This saddle
is completely made of high-quality synthetic materials and due to these materials it is a
lightweight saddle and super easy to maintain!
The Billy kids Western saddle is constructed with the EDIX® mpds, which guarantees good
pressure distribution and freedom for movement of the spine of the pony. The EDIX Billy is
equipped complete with kids or mini kids fenders and stirrups. The pommel has a fixed size
that is good for most ponies, but can be replaced if necessary with a soft pommel for the
rounder ponies.
Because the Billy saddle is treeless, it offers the pony a lot of freedom of movement and a
close contact feeling for the young rider. Because the saddle is fully flexible and moves in the
same way the pony does, young riders can better sense the movements of their pony,
making them easier to ride and develop an independent seat. This treeless Western saddle is
lovely for tailriding but also is perfect for practising the riding skills of your kids In the riding
area.
EDIX recommends that you purchase the assembled treeless saddles completely. This is to
achieve the most optimal and recommended pressure distribution. You can find more
explanation about this in the extensive EDIX saddle documentation.
Performance:
• special construction, the EDIX® MPDS (multiple pressure distribution system)
• "vegan proof"

• manufactured from synthetic materials only, where the knees and the seat are provided
with a synthetic fabric with a suede look
• matching fenders, in a kids or mini kids version
• matching kids stirrups
• pony pommel or pony soft pommel
• D-rings for attaching a breast collar and or saddle bag
The EDIX Billy Western saddle is standard available in the colour brown and has the size
child, XS (12 inch.

